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In recent years, business process models are used to dene
security properties for the corresponding business information systems.
In this context, a number of approaches emerged that integrate security
properties into standard process modeling languages. Often, these security properties are depicted as text annotations or graphical extensions.
However, because the symbols of process-related security properties are
not standardized, dierent issues concerning the comprehensibility and
maintenance of the respective models arise. In this paper, we present the
initial results of an experimental study on the design and modeling of 11
security concepts in a business process context. In particular, we center
on the semantic transparency of the visual symbols that are intended
to represent the dierent concepts (i.e. the one-to-one correspondence
between the symbol and its meaning). Our evaluation showed that various symbols exist which are well-perceived. However, further studies are
necessary to dissolve a number of remaining issues.
Abstract.

BPMN, Business Processes, Empirical Evaluation, Icons,
Modeling, Security, Visualization
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1 Introduction
Over the last three decades, organizations moved towards a process-centered
view of business activities in order to cope with rising complexity and dynamics of the economic environment (e.g., [1]). Business processes consist of tasks
which are executed in an organization to achieve certain corporate goals [2].
Business process models represent these processes of organizations. Typically,
the business process models are executed via process-aware information systems
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(PAIS) (e.g., [3]). Today, various business process modeling languages exist that
support graphical representations of business processes such as the Business
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [4], Unied Modeling Language (UML)
Activity Diagrams [5] or Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) [6, 7].
To protect sensitive organizational data and services, information systems security is constantly receiving more attention in research and industry (e.g., [8]).
In many organizations, process models serve as a primary vehicle to eciently
communicate and engineer related security properties (e.g., [9]). However, contemporary process modeling languages, such as BPMN, EPCs or UML Activity
diagrams, do not provide native language support to model process-related security aspects [10, 11]. As a consequence, while business processes can be specied
via graphical modeling languages, corresponding security properties are usually only dened via (informal) textual comments or via ad hoc extensions to
modeling languages (e.g., [12, 13]). For example in [13], we outlined current research and practice of security modeling extensions in BPMN. In addition, we
conducted a survey to evaluate the comprehensibility of these extensions. The
study showed that a mix of visual representations of BPMN security extensions
(e.g., use of dierent shapes, use of text) exists. What is missing is a uniform
approach for security modeling in BPMN.
Missing standardized modeling support for security properties in process
models may result in signicant problems regarding the comprehensibility and
maintainability of these ad hoc models. Moreover, it is dicult to translate the
respective modeling-level concepts to actual software systems. The demand for
an integrated modeling support of business processes and corresponding security
properties has been repeatedly identied in research and practice (e.g., [12, 14]).
In this paper, we present the preliminary results of an experimental study on
the design and modeling of 11 security concepts on dierent abstraction levels
in a business process context. In particular, we investigate the visualization of
the following security concepts: Access control, Audit, Availability, Data condentiality, Data integrity, Digital signature, Encryption, Privacy, Risk, Role
and User. This study aims at designing symbols that are semantics-oriented and
user-oriented (see Section 2) as outlined in [15]. Based on the suggestions and
ndings presented in [13, 16, 17], we designed two studies to obtain graphical
symbols for 11 security concepts. Subsequently, we evaluated the symbol set via
expert interviews. As most symbols were well-perceived, we plan to use these
results and reexamine the symbols that were misleading in further studies. This
will yield the basis to convey security-related information in business process
models in a comprehensible way.
Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces background information on the visualization of business processes and security concepts. In Section 3, we outline the methods applied in this paper and corresponding research
questions. Next, Sections 4 and 5 describe the design and results of the two experimental studies we conducted to obtain a symbol set for security concepts.
The results of the evaluation of the symbols are presented in Section 6. Finally,
in Section 7 we discuss results, preliminary options for integrating the symbols
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into BPMN and UML and impact on future research. Section 8 concludes the
paper.

2 Related Work
Visual representations have a strong impact on the usability and eectiveness of
software engineering notations [17]. The quality of conceptual models is essential
to, e.g., prevent errors and to improve the quality of the corresponding systems
[18]. Several frameworks exist that provide guidelines on how to design and
evaluate visual notations (e.g., [17, 19]). For example, the

Physics of Notations

in [17] consists of nine principles to design visual notations eectively. Further
language evaluation frameworks include the cognitive dimensions of notations
[19, 20] that provide a set of dimensions to assist designers of visual notations
to evaluate these designs. A framework for evaluating the quality of conceptual
models is presented in [21]. This approach considers various aspects such as
learning (of a domain), current knowledge and the modeling activity. It also
provides a dynamic view showing that change to a model might cause a direct
change of the domain.

Visual Representations of Business Processes

In the context of PAIS, recent

publications show increased interest in the visual representation of process modeling languages. For example in [22], an evaluation of the cognitive eectiveness
of BPMN using the

Physics of Notations is performed. Further studies investi-

gate certain characteristics such as routing symbols [23] or the usage of labels

symbol and icon synonymously
are symbols that perceptually resemble the concepts they represent [17,

and icons [15]. In this paper, we use the terms
as icons

p.765]. In [15], the following guidelines for icon development are outlined based
on research in graphical user interface design:
a Semantics-oriented: Icons should be natural to users, resemble to the concepts they refer to, and be dierent from each other (so that all icons can
be easily dierentiated).
b User-oriented: Icons should be selected based on user preferences and user
evaluation.
c Composition principle: The composition of icons should be easy to understand and learn.
d Interpretation: The composition rules should be transferable to dierent
models.

Modeling of Security Concepts in Business Processes

Typically, process models

are created by process modelers or process managers in an organization. These
managers have an expertise in process modeling, but are often not experts in
security. A security expert provides know-how and collaborates with the process
modeling expert to enforce security concerns in a process. Hence, the integrated
modeling of security aspects in a process model is intended to provide a common
language and basis between dierent domain experts. Recent publications try to
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provide a common language between domain experts (e.g., security experts) and
process modelers by proposing process modeling extensions such as to the Unied
Modeling Language (UML) (e.g., [24, 25, 26]) or to BPMN (e.g., [12, 13]).

3 Methodology
The main goal of this paper is to assess the design and modeling of security
concepts in business processes. Thereby, we expect to obtain an initial set of
symbols for security concepts. In contrast to existing security extensions, we do
not design these symbols from scratch though. In order to obtain a set of symbols
for selected security concepts, we conducted two studies (Experiment 1 and 2)
and evaluated the results via expert interviews. In particular, our research was
guided by the following questions (RQ):
1 Which symbols can be used to represent 11 dierent security concepts?
2 How can the drawings from RQ1 be aggregated into stereotype symbols?
2.1 How do experts evaluate the one-to-one correspondence between the
symbols and security concepts?
2.2 How do experts rate the resemblance between the symbols and concepts?
2.3 How can the stereotype symbols be improved?
3 How can the security symbols be integrated into business process modeling?
3.1 Are the stereotype symbols suitable to be integrated into business process
models?
3.2 Which business process modeling languages are suggested for security
modeling by experts?
3.3 In BPMN, which symbols should be related to which process elements?
3.4 Can color be useful to distinguish security symbols from BPMN standard
elements?
Research question RQ1 investigates what kind of symbols people draw for
11 security concepts in Experiment 1. In the rst experiment, we retrieved the
symbols by setting up an experiment where the participants were asked to draw
intuitive symbols for security concepts. Based on these drawings, we aggregate
the drawings into stereotype symbols (RQ2) based on frequency, uniqueness and
iconic character in Experiment 2. For evaluation, we analyze the stereotype symbols with expert interviews (see Section 6). In particular, we will evaluate the
one-to-one correspondence between symbols and concepts, the rating of resemblance between symbols and concepts and if these symbols can be improved.
With this expert evaluation, we hope to identify not only strengths and shortcomings of the symbols but also to gain insights on how to enhance the symbols
such as with the use of hybrid symbols that combine graphics and text. Moreover, we investigate if security symbols can be integrated into business process
modeling (RQ3). For example, we evaluate for each security concept which process elements in BPMN can be associated with it. Thereby, we expect to identify
integration options for business process modeling languages.
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4 Experiment 1: Production of Drawings
The rst experiment addresses research question RQ1 to identify which symbols
can be used to represent security concepts (see Section 3). For this purpose, we
adapted the experiment design of the rst experiment presented in [16].

4.1 Participants and Procedure

In our rst experiment, we used a paper-based questionnaire to conduct a survey.
In total, 43 Bachelors' and Masters' students in Business Informatics at the University of Vienna and the Vienna University of Economics and Business lled
out the questionnaire. Most participants had beginner or intermediate knowledge of business processes and/or security. We expect to nd this setting also in
research and industry where experts from dierent domains (e.g., process modelers, security experts and business process managers) interact with each other
to discuss and dene security in business processes.
The survey contained 13 stapled, one-sided pages and completing the survey
took about 30 minutes. It consisted of two parts. The rst part, 2 pages long,
presented the aim and collected demographic data of the participants, such as
knowledge of business processes, knowledge of business process modeling languages and security knowledge. The second part consisted of 11 pages; one for
each security concept. At the top of each page, a two-column table was displayed.
Its rst row contained the name of the security concept in English (see Table 1).
Additionally, we displayed the name of the respective concepts in German. In
the last row, a denition of the concept was given. All denitions were taken
from the internet security glossary [27] except for

Role

and

User

which were

taken from the RBAC standard in [28]. Please note that a denition of
not given in [27] and the

User

Role is
Role

denition in [27] and [28] are very similar.

is important as it is an essential concept for access control in PAIS (see [9]).
The selection of the security concepts to be included in the survey was based
on literature reviews and research projects. The aim was to consider concepts
on dierent abstraction levels, including abstract concepts such as data integrity
or condentiality but also to include its applications (e.g., digital signature (integrity) and encryption (condentiality)). In the middle of each page, a (3 inch
x 3 inch) frame was printed. Participants were asked to draw in the frame what
they estimate to be the best symbol to represent the name and the denition of
a security concept. At the bottom of each page, we asked the participants to rate
the diculty of drawing this sketch. Additionally, the participants were asked to
describe the symbol with one to three keywords in case they want to clarify the
sketch.

4.2 Results

In total, we received 473 drawings (blank and null drawings included). We observed that participants often did not only draw a single symbol for a concept
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Name

Denition

Access control
Audit

Protection of system resources against unauthorized access.
An independent review and examination of a system's records and activities to determine the adequacy of system controls, ensure compliance with established security policy and procedures, detect breaches
in security services, and recommend any changes that are indicated for
countermeasures.
Availability
The property of a system or a system resource being accessible and
usable upon demand by an authorized system entity, according to performance specications for the system.
Data condentiality The property that information is not made available or disclosed to
unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes.
Data integrity
The property that data has not been changed, destroyed, or lost in an
unauthorized or accidental manner.
Digital signature
A value computed with a cryptographic algorithm and appended to a
data object in such a way that any recipient of the data can use the
signature to verify the data's origin and integrity.
Encryption
Cryptographic transformation of data (called "plaintext") into a form
(called "ciphertext") that conceals the data's original meaning to prevent it from being known or used.
Privacy
The right of an entity (normally a person), acting in its own behalf,
to determine the degree to which it will interact with its environment,
including the degree to which the entity is willing to share information
about itself with others.
Risk
An expectation of loss expressed as the probability that a particular
threat will exploit a particular vulnerability with a particular harmful
result.
Role
A role is a job function within the context of an organization with
some associated semantics regarding the authority and responsibility
conferred on the user assigned to the role.
User
A user is dened as a human being. The concept of a user can be extended to include machines, networks, or intelligent autonomous agents.
Table 1.

Names and Denitions of Security Concepts in Experiment 1

but a combination of several symbols e.g., a desk in front of a matchstick man.
These drawings often included signs or symbols that resembled the majority
drawings.
As can be seen in Figure 1, most participants stated that the task to draw
a symbol for

User, Encryption, Risk

and

Access control

was easy or fairly easy.

On the other hand, it was fairly dicult or dicult for many participants to
draw

Audit, Data condentiality, Digital signature

and

Role.
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User
Role
Risk
Privacy
Easy

Encryption

Fairly easy
Digital signature

Neither easy nor difficult
Fairly difficult

Data integrity
g y

Difficult
Data confidentiality
Availabilty
Audit
Access control
0%

10%

Fig. 1.
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90%

100%

Participant Rating of Diculty of Drawing a Sketch

5 Experiment 2: Selection of Stereotypical Drawings
To answer research question RQ2, Experiment 2 is concerned with

stereotypical symbols

producing

out of the sketches of Experiment 1 (adapted from [16]).

5.1 Procedure

A stereotype is the best median drawing, i.e. the symbol which is most frequently
used by people to depict a concept [16]. The resulting set of stereotypes then
constitutes our rst proposed set of hand-sketched symbols for visualizing security concepts. However, as mentioned in [16], the drawing that is the most
frequently produced to denote a security concept is not necessarily expressing
the idea of the respective concept best. Thus, we subsequently evaluated the set
of stereotypes via expert interviews (see Section 6).
In accordance with [16], we applied a judges' ranking method in Experiment
2 to identify the stereotypes. We started by categorizing the drawings obtained
from Experiment 1. We evaluated (a) the idea it represented, (b) whether it is a
drawing or a symbol and (c) the uniqueness and dissimilarity between the drawings. Thereby, each author associated a keyword (i.e. category) that represented
the idea with each drawing. Drawings representing the same idea for a particular security concept form a category. Each author performed the categorization
independently. Subsequently, we analyzed each categorization and reviewed and
agreed on a nal categorization in several rounds (see column Experiment 2 in
Table 2 for the nal number of categories).
To select the stereotypes, we applied the following three criteria to determine
the symbol that best expressed the idea of the respective security concept: (1)
Frequency of occurrence: For each security concept, we chose a drawing from
each category that contained the largest number of drawings. (2) Distinctiveness
and uniqueness: To avoid ambiguities and symbol overload [22, 17], we tried to
select symbols which are not too similar and can be easily distinguished from
each other. (3) Iconic character: According to [17], users prefer real objects to
abstract shapes, because iconic representations can be easier recognized in a
diagram and are more accessible to novice users (see [29]).
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User

Role

Risk

Privacy

Data
Data
Availability
integrity confidentiality
Fig. 2.

Encryption

Audit

Digital
signature

Access
control

Stereotype Drawings for Security Concepts

5.2 Results

The outcome of this experiment is a set of 11 stereotypes as visualized in Figure 2. For 9 out of the 11 concepts, the categorization and identication of the
stereotypes was clear and straightforward. Even though the concepts

trol

and

Data condentiality

Access con-

delivered a wide range of drawings which did not

lead to a clear majority, we selected the most frequent symbol which represented
an idea that could be found in many other drawings. We assume that this is due
to the high level of abstraction of the terms which leads to diculties in their
visual representation. The results also indicate that the participants prefer real
objects for representing security concepts (e.g., a house for

Privacy ).

6 Evaluation
This evaluation is concerned with validating the results retrieved form Experiments 1 and 2 via expert interviews and also to initially assess the use of the
security symbols for business process models.

6.1 Participants and Procedure

For evaluation, a series of semi-structured interviews were conducted. A paperbased questionnaire served as the basis for these interviews. Moreover, one of
the authors observed each expert while lling out the questionnaire. In addition
to the questionnaire, a sheet with a list of security concepts and denitions (see
Table 1) was provided to the expert. In total, we interviewed 6 experts from the
security (2), process modeling (3) and visualization (1) domain. All experts have
a high or intermediate expertise in both areas, process modeling and security.
The questionnaire consisted of three dierent parts. In the rst part of the
interview, goals and purpose of the interview were presented. Then, demographic
data of the experts were collected such as general level of knowledge of process

Design and Modeling of Security Concepts in Business Processes
Experiment 1
Security Concept
Access control
Audit
Availability
Data condentiality
Data integrity
Digital signature
Encryption
Privacy
Risk
Role
User
Table 2.

Experiment 2

9

Evaluation

No. of Drawings No. of Categories Correct Matchings
(out of 43)
(out of 6)
42
38
38
39
41
37
42
40
40
38
43

15
16
15
18
9
11
5
20
14
15
5

3
6
6
4
5
2
5
4
6
4
6

Quantitative Evaluation Results for each Security Concept

modeling and security. The second part of the interview was concerned with investigating the stereotype symbols (see Figure 2). First, the experts matched the
11 security (stereotype) symbols with corresponding 11 security concepts using
thinking aloud techniques (see [30]). With this setting, we expect to gain insight
into how the symbols are matched by experts. After the matching, the interviewer pointed out his/her matching. Subsequently, the experts were specically
questioned for the one-to-one correspondence between the symbols and their
security concepts to evaluate the semiotic clarity of the symbols (see [17]). Furthermore, the experts were asked to rate the resemblance of the symbols with the
concepts they represent. Additionally, we asked if the use of shapes (e.g., triangles or circles), document shapes or hybrid symbols (a combination of graphics
and text) can be helpful for the stereotype symbols. The third part addressed
the icons' suitability to be integrated into a business process modeling language.
Therefore, we asked if the stereotype symbols are suitable to be integrated into
business process models and more specically into which business process modeling languages. For example, we analyzed to which BPMN elements the symbols
could be related to and if color can be helpful to distinguish security symbols
from standard BPMN elements.

6.2 Results

In the following, we will summarize the results according to each research question (see Section 3). Table 2 displays the quantitative results of the study: the
number of collected drawings by concept in Experiment 1, the number of assigned categories per concept in Experiment 2 (see Section 5) and the number of
correct matches of the one-to-one correspondence of the experts for evaluation
(RQ2a).
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RQ2a: How do experts evaluate the one-to-one correspondence between the symbols and security concepts? In general, all experts could

relate most stereotype symbols to the list of security concepts (see Table 2). For

example, all (6) experts could identify the stereotype symbols Audit, Availability, Risk and User (see Figure 2). However, Digital signature (2 of 6) and Access
control (3) were the least recognized symbols.
In case of Digital signature, two experts related the pen symbol with the
act of writing and signing. However, all other experts could not identify the
symbol as pen and binary code. Two security experts could not relate the symbol
to any concept or at least to the

Data condentiality

symbol (see Figure 2).

Furthermore, two experts related the padlock symbol for
key symbol for

Encryption

Access control

to the

as referring to locking and unlocking something. One

expert assigned the concept encryption to the padlock symbol. One could not
interpret the symbol at all. In addition, two experts pointed out that the padlock
symbol used for

Access control

is also part of the

Data condentiality

symbol,

which might lead to dierentiation problems.
RQ2b: How do experts rate the resemblance between the symbols and

Encryption,
Risk and User. Four of the experts assessed a good resemblance of the symbols
Availability, Data condentiality and Data integrity. The expert opinions for
Access control, Audit, Digital signature and Role varied and therefore no clear
statement can be made. In the case of Audit, at rst, experts often associated

concepts? All experts agreed on a good resemblance of the symbols

the magnier to searching for something. After the interviewer referred to the
denition of

Audit, the expert could link the symbol to review and examine.

RQ2c: How can the stereotype symbols be improved? There were only

few suggestions on how to improve the symbols. One important note, however,
was the similarity of the

Access control

Data condentiality symbol (due to
Availability and Data integrity symbol

and

the use of the padlock symbol) and of the

(due to the check mark). Also, the relation of the padlock and the key symbol
were associated with something that is in a locked or unlocked state. Hence,
these symbols need to be reexamined in future studies.

Shapes

The use of additional shapes such as triangles or circles around the sym-

bols can be slightly or moderately helpful. Some experts pointed out that the
complexity of most symbols should not be increased by additional shapes. However, the shapes in symbols

Document Shapes

Risk

and

Availability

were well-perceived.

In the rst experiment, many participants draw symbols using

a document shape (e.g., symbol

Data condentiality

in Figure 2). The experts

pointed out that these document shapes should be primarily used to display
concepts in relation to data such as data integrity or condentiality. Additionally,
the size of the symbol integrated in the document shape should be large enough
to recognize the symbol.

Design and Modeling of Security Concepts in Business Processes
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Most experts found that hybrid symbols combining graphics and

text can be very and extremely helpful to display security concepts. However,
it is important to use common abbreviations or the full name to display the
security concepts.
RQ3a: Are the stereotype symbols suitable to be integrated into business process models?

In general, the experts agreed that the symbols are

suitable for the integration into business processes. However, they noted that
some symbols should be reevaluated or redrawn to avoid symbol redundancy
as stated in research question RQ2c. Furthermore, they stated that the use of
legends could be helpful to novices.
RQ3b: Which business process modeling languages are suggested for
security modeling by experts? The experts proposed mainly BPMN and

UML. The choice for BPMN was motivated by the experts as it serves as de
facto standard for business process modeling. In addition, UML is suggested because it oers integrated languages for specifying software systems from various
perspectives, which includes the process and security perspectives.
RQ3c: In BPMN, which symbols should be related to which process
elements? In the following, we will list the experts opinions (of at least 3 or

more experts) on the linkage of security symbols and BPMN process elements
(events, data objects, lanes, message events, tasks and text annotations).
Tasks can be associated to

User.

Access control, Audit, Privacy, Risk, Role

and

Hence, not only the authorization of end users to tasks is an important

factor but also the supervision of these. Furthermore, events can be related to

Audit and Risk. Data objects can be linked to Availability, Data condentiality, Data integrity, Digital signature and Encryption. This is not surprising as
these security concepts are closely related to data. Moreover, message events are
associated to

tion.

Data condentiality, Data integrity, Digital signature

and

Encryp-

As messages represent a piece of data this seems conclusive. Lanes can be

linked to

Role. As lanes can represent job functions or departments it seems feaUser. Lastly, Audit was the only symbol

sible that lanes could be also linked to
associated to text annotations.

These suggestions provide an initial basis to further develop a security extension for BPMN. However, not only the semantic (semiotic) modeling but also
the syntactic modeling is important and will be investigated in future work.
RQ3d:

Can

color

be

useful

BPMN standard elements?

to

distinguish

security

symbols

from

Most experts state that color can be helpful

to highlight the security symbols in BPMN. However, the use of color should be
moderately handled such as using only one color or coloring the background of
the symbol.
In conclusion, our evaluation showed that most symbols could be recognized
by the experts. Some symbols such as

Data condentiality

and

Access control
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should be reexamined to dissolve remaining issues (see RQ2b and RQ2c). Furthermore, the integration of security symbols into business processes was in
general well-perceived.

7 Discussion
Threats of Validity

In the rst experiment, we analyzed the drawings of 43 stu-

dents. One can argue that this number is not enough to discover stereotype
symbols for security concepts. As depicted in Section 5, we evaluated the frequency, uniqueness and iconic character between the drawings to develop the
stereotype symbols. Most symbols could be easily identied except for

control

and

Data condentiality.

Access

Our evaluation showed that even though we

received a wide range of drawings, the experts rated the resemblance of symbols
and their concepts in general positively.
Moreover, the 11 security concepts dier in their level of abstraction. For
example,

signature

Privacy and Availability are highly
and Encryption are more low-level

abstract concepts, while

Digital

concepts (e.g., applications). In

future studies, we need to investigate the need to translate the abstract concepts
into further low-level (e.g., implementation relevant) concepts and their use in a
business process context.
For evaluation, we interviewed six experts from the security and/or process modeling domain. The purpose of these interviews was to gain qualitative
insights on the security symbols and to analyze the one-to-one correspondence
matching of the symbols and concepts. Based on these interviews, we will further
develop and evaluate the security symbols and continue our research centering
on end user preferences.

Integration Scenarios for BPMN and UML

The BPMN [4] metamodel pro-

vides a set of extension elements that assign additional attributes and el-

Extension element
ExtensionAttributeDefinition to

ements to BPMN elements. In particular, the

ExtensionDefinition

and its

binds an
a BPMN

model denition. This elements could be used to dene, e.g., an encryption level
or that a digital signature is required. Furthermore, new markers or indicators
can be integrated into BPMN elements to depict a new subtype or to emphasize
a specic attribute of an element. For example, additional task types could be
established by adding indicators similar to the e.g., service task in the BPMN
specication (see [4]). The BPMN standard already species user tasks; i.e. tasks
executed by humans. However, this does not specify how the user is authenticated (

Role

Access control ) nor how the task showed up in his worklist (resolved via
User ). We will investigate further if the assignment of Role or User

or

to tasks is really needed as lanes provide similar functionality in BPMN. For
the BPMN symbols for data and message events, we would need to adapt these
symbols and determine how to relate security concepts to them.
In case of UML, an integration of the security concepts is possible either
by extending the UML metamodel or by dening UML stereotypes (see [5]).
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In particular, UML2 Activity models oer a process modeling language that
allows to model the control and object ows between dierent actions. The

Activity. Its behavior is dened by
Actions. A UML2 Activity thus models a process

main element of an Activity diagram is an
a decomposition into dierent

while the Actions that are included in the Activity can be used to model tasks.
Several security extensions to the UML already exist, for example SecureUML
[24]. However, this extension does not have any particular connection to process
diagrams. In addition, several approaches exist to integrate various security aspects, such as role-based access control concepts [31, 32, 33] or data integrity and
data condentiality [25] into UML Activity diagrams. However, in contrast to
the approach presented in this paper, all other security visualizations only represent presentation options. They are suggested by the authors and not evaluated
with respect to the cognitive eectiveness of the new symbols. Based on the integration options for BPMN, we derive the following suggestions for integrating

Access control, Privacy, Risk, Role and User
Availablity, Data condentiality, Data integrity,
Encryption can be assigned to UML ObjectNodes. Audit

the security symbol set into UML.
may be linked to a UML Action.

Digital signature

and

may be linked to EventActions or be integrated as a UML Comment.

Future Research

Several opportunities for future research emerge from our pa-

per. As this initial study aimed at a preliminary design and modeling of security
concepts, further research is necessary to fully develop security modeling extensions for business processes that can be interpreted by novices and experts, that
are based on user preferences and are easy to learn (see Section 2). For example,
we plan to use the stereotype drawings as basis to develop icons that can be integrated in process modeling languages. Therefore, we will investigate the icons
in business processes, i.e. evaluate icons in a specic context. Furthermore, an
extensive survey could assess the end user preferences of security symbols and
the interpretation of these symbols (in and out of business process context). This
could lead to a general approach to model security in business processes which
might be adaptable to various business process modeling languages.

8 Conclusion
This paper presented our preliminary results of an experimental study on the
design and modeling of security concepts in business processes. In our rst study,
we asked students to draw sketches of security concepts. Based on these drawings, we produced stereotype symbols considering the main idea the drawings
represented, the frequency of occurrence and the uniqueness and dissimilarity
between drawings. For evaluation, we interviewed experts from the area of process modeling and/or security. This evaluation showed that most symbols could
be recognized based on the idea they represented. We received an even stronger
acceptance for the one-to-one correspondence during the interviews when using
a list of symbols and its concepts. In future studies, we aim to further analyze
how our symbol set aects the cognitive complexity of corresponding models.
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In addition, we will evaluate dierent symbol integration options into process
modeling languages.
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